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The most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Premiere Pro!

Classroom in a Book, the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, helps you learn the features of Adobe software quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other book or training program does--an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with the support of Adobe product experts.   Adobe Premiere 2.0 Classroom in a Book contains fourteen lessons and a bonus DVD with lesson files. The book covers the basics of learning Adobe Premiere Pro, and countless tips and techniques to help you become more productive with its new features, including new multicam editing tools, auto-creation of menu-based DVDs from the timeline, and Native HD, SD and HDV support, and more. You'll learn how to work with audio, create transitions and titles, manipulate subclips and virtual clips, and more. You can follow the book from start to finish or choose only those lessons that interest you.

Welcome to Adobe® Premiere Pro® 2.0 Classroom in a Book. Whether you are new to video editing on a PC or have some experience with entry-level editing software, this book is for you.

Adobe Premiere Pro 2 is a professional product that gives you a full complement of powerful and effcient tools that enable you to create high-quality videos: from single-camera digital video productions to multiple-camera high definition projects.

With Premiere Pro you get a wide range of highly customizable video effects and transitions, high performance titling, robust audio editing, and tight integration with other Adobe applications. Premiere Pro's superior performance lets you work faster and more creatively.

Learning how to use all that power and functionality takes some effort. The goal of this Adobe Premiere Pro 2.0 Classroom in a Book is to make that process intuitive, logical and enjoyable.
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Capability Cases : A Solution Envisioning ApproachAddison Wesley, 2005
BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEEN BUSINESS  VISION AND SOFTWARE SOLUTION

Both IT organizations and business leaders recognize the urgent  importance of aligning technology solutions with enterprise strategy. But  they've struggled to do so... until now. Capability Cases represents a...
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Android Hacker's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The first comprehensive guide to discovering and preventing attacks on the Android OS


	As the Android operating system continues to increase its share of the smartphone market, smartphone hacking remains a growing threat. Written by experts who rank among the world's foremost Android security researchers, this book...
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Learn to Program with Scratch: A Visual Introduction to Programming with Games, Art, Science, and MathNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		Scratch is a fun, free, beginner-friendly programming environment where you connect blocks of code to build programs. While most famously used to introduce kids to programming, Scratch can make computer science approachable for people of any age. Rather than type countless lines of code in a cryptic programming language, why not use...
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WCDMA for UMTS: HSPA Evolution and LTEJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Written by leading experts in the field, the first edition of WCDMA for UMTS quickly became established as the best-selling and most highly respected book on the air interface of 3G cellular systems.  Fully revised and updated, the fourth edition now covers the key features of 3GPP Release ‘7 ensuring its position as the leading...
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Algorithms & Architectures (Neural Network Systems Techniques and Applications)Academic Press, 1998
Inspired by the structure of the human brain, artificial neural networks have been widely applied to fields such as pattern recognition, optimization, coding, control, etc., because of their ability to solve cumbersome or intractable problems by learning directly from data. An artificial neural network usually consists of a large number of simple...
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Building  Wireless Community NetworksO'Reilly, 2001
In Building Wireless Community Networks, author and O'Reilly network administrator Rob Flickenger offers a compelling case for building wireless networks on a local level: They are inexpensive, and they can be implemented and managed by the community using them, whether it's a school, a neighborhood, or a small business. This...
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